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INTRODUCTION
Following its first detection in Wuhan, 
China, in December 2019,1 the speed 
at which SARS- CoV- 2 spread around 
the globe took many countries and their 
health systems by surprise. The corona-
virus pandemic presented three major 
difficulties, namely a surge in SARS- 
CoV- 2 infections, high mortality associ-
ated with COVID- 19 disease and large 
patient numbers overwhelming emer-
gency departments and intensive care 
units. In March 2020, the Australian 
government responded by establishing 
stand- alone fever clinics to assess patients 
experiencing symptoms possibly related 
to COVID- 19.2 At a macro level, these 
clinics helped Australia manage many 
aspects of the pandemic;3 however, at 
a micro level, the clinics encountered 
various challenges. First, SARS- CoV- 2 
spread through the population along-
side other winter- associated respiratory 
illnesses causing a surge in the volume 
of individuals experiencing COVID- 19- 
like symptoms, and thus presenting to 
the clinics. Second, the precautionary 
requirement for clinicians to don and doff 
personal protective equipment between 
patient encounters reduced patient 
assessment speed and efficiency. Finally, 
given that the symptoms of respiratory 
illnesses—including fever, cough, sore 
throat and shortness of breath4—can be 
related to a number of different diseases 
such as COVID- 19, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, 
pneumonia and upper respiratory tract 
infections, there is diagnostic complexity 
in distinguishing patients with a particular 
respiratory disease and even more so for 
those with concurrent infections.5 This 

final challenge is exaggerated in high- 
throughput clinical environments, such as 
COVID- 19 fever clinics.

A single Federal Government funded 
COVID- 19 fever clinic in Queensland, 
Australia, looked to virtual health tech-
nologies as a potential way to alleviate 
these problems. One technology in partic-
ular—ResAppDx (‘the device’)—offered 
noticeable value to the COVID- 19 fever 
clinic due to its ability to rapidly identify 

Summary box

What are the new findings?
 ► Digital respiratory diagnostic tools 
developed in the pre- COVID- 19 era appear 
to maintain diagnostic accuracy in a real- 
world setting, even with COVID- 19 acting 
as a potential confounding factor.

 ► The implementation of digital diagnostic 
tools might aid overwhelmed clinics 
in managing patient load and in 
managing the exposure of clinical staff to 
SARS- CoV- 2.

 ► ResAppDx is a safe, efficient and effective 
tool in the real- world specialist respiratory 
clinic environment and showed utility 
as an added safety- net in detecting 
respiratory disease in challenging clinical 
presentations.

How might it impact on healthcare in the 
future?

 ► Effective digital diagnostic tools can be 
easily adopted by overwhelmed health 
providers and create significant impact 
quickly.

 ► Digital tools can offer the ability for 
asynchronous and rapid care delivery 
allowing more efficient use of clinical 
staff, reduced need for further testing and 
increased patient throughput.
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common respiratory diseases using fixed machine 
learning (ML) algorithms that analyse cough sounds. 
This technology- driven approach might therefore 
allow for asynchronous patient assessments. The 
device has achieved regulatory approval in Europe 
and Australia6 and can rapidly indicate the presence 
of several respiratory diseases including: lower respi-
ratory tract disease (LRTD), pneumonia, asthma exac-
erbation, COPD exacerbation, croup and bronchiolitis 
(table 1).7–11

The device itself is a point- of- care, handheld smart-
phone software application that analyses acoustic 
patterns in a patient’s cough along with simple patient- 
reported symptoms to assist with differentiating respi-
ratory tract illness.11 12 The software application can be 
downloaded and installed on a range of smartphones, 
and the ML algorithms contained within the applica-
tion have been clinically assessed in two blind prospec-
tive trials.13–15 The device used in this assessment has 
received CE marking and Australian Register of Ther-
apeutic Goods listing as a Class IIa medical device.6 
The device is required to be held ~50 cm away from 
the patient with the microphone directed toward the 
patient’s mouth at an approximately 45° angle, later-
ally from the patient’s mouth. This allows the device 
operator to keep at a distance to the patient.

The respiratory clinic sought to achieve three 
primary objectives through using the device: (1) aid 
in the detection of pneumonia—the most common 
complication of COVID- 1916—as early antibiotic 
treatment can improve clinical outcomes17; (2) effec-
tively evaluate patients for respiratory diseases without 
increasing the risk of SARS- CoV- 2 transmission to 
clinical staff and (3) improve patient throughput by 
increasing the speed of patient assessment.

METHODS
This assessment was conducted at a single Federal 
Government funded COVID- 19 fever clinic. The 
device was operated by a trained nurse, with the results 
used by two clinic physicians (‘using physicians’) as part 
of their treatment workflow. Patients were verbally 
consented prior to the use of the device, as it was used 
in its intended manner as a regulated medical device.

Data were collected between May 2020 and August 
2020 (‘assessment period’) during clinics where one or 

more using physician and the trained nurse was present 
at the clinic. The trained nurse operated the device on 
a hand- held smartphone prior to physician encounters 
to allow for asynchronous assessment and shortened 
individual patient encounters. The results provided 
by the device were available to using physicians at the 
time of clinical assessment in the form of an analysis 
report (figure 1). For a small subcohort of patients, 
the stopwatch function on a second hand- held smart-
phone was used to record the time to diagnosis when 
using the device. The stopwatch was started as the 

Table 1 ResAppDx select clinical diagnosis list and clinical efficacy data

Positive percent agreement/sensitivity Negative Percent Agreement/specificity

Lower respiratory tract disease (>12 years old) 88% (95% CI, 84% to 91%)7 89% (95% CI, 83% to 93%)7

Pneumonia (>12 years old) 86% (95% CI, 80% to 91%)8 87% (95% CI, 80% to 91%)8

Asthma exacerbation (>12 years old) 89% (95% CI, 76% to 96%)9 84% (95% CI, 73% to 91%)9

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
exacerbation (>12 years old)

83% (95% CI, 73% to 90%)10 91% (95% CI, 82% to 96%)10

Croup 88% (95% CI, 78% to 95%)11 86% (95% CI, 82% to 89%)12

Bronchiolitis (children<2 years old) 76% (95% CI, 60% to 88%)11 60% (95% CI, 59% to 70%)11

Figure 1 ResAppDx Analysis Report screen example.
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nurse began their assessment—which included patient 
identification and confirmation, device set- up, provi-
sion of five coughs by the patient and cough sound 
analysis—and was stopped at the close of the clinical 
assessment and provision of an analysis report.

The device can output up to six possible indications: 
LRTD, pneumonia, asthma exacerbation, COPD exac-
erbation, croup and bronchiolitis. These indications are 
not mutually exclusive and as such the indication for 
LRTD in particular—which is an umbrella indication 
for unspecified lower respiratory tract disease—is often 
identified alongside other respiratory disease indica-
tions. Using physicians used the results of the device as 
part of their overall clinical assessment to reach a final 
diagnosis, decide on the need for radiological confir-
mation, and commence appropriate treatment. In clin-
ical cases where computerised tomography (‘CT’) was 
warranted, these scans were performed. All CT scans 
were performed after use of the device by the treating 
team, and the radiologists reporting these scans were 
blind to the results presented by the device for each 
patient.

Data were collected for a total of 186 patient encoun-
ters, with patients aged between 3 and 88 years all of 
whom were experiencing undifferentiated respiratory 
symptoms (‘assessment cohort’). A subgroup of 21 
patients from this cohort underwent further low- dose 
CT of the chest (‘CT cohort’) based on clinical need. 
A second subgroup of 30 patients (‘treatment cohort’) 
was analysed looking at the indication presented by 
the device, the agreement against full clinical assess-
ment, and whether treatment was commenced. The 
data presented for the treatment cohort have been 
normalised to remove codiagnoses to allow for better 
comparison, and it should be noted that the diagnosis 
groups are assessments of the same groups of patients. 
A final subgroup of 23 patients was used to analyse 
the speed at which the device presented a result to the 
clinical team.

RESULTS
The time to final result when using the device averaged 
32 s (n=23, 27–39 s).

In the assessment cohort (n=186), the device identi-
fied 92 patients with undifferentiated LRTD, 52 with 
pneumonia, three with croup, 32 with asthma exacer-
bation, and 23 with COPD exacerbation. Overall, 49 
assessments produced no finding.

In the CT cohort (n=21), the device correlated with 
the radiological findings in 12/12 patients with undif-
ferentiated LRTD, 8/9 patients with COPD and 1/1 
patient with pneumonia. In the single non- correlated 
COPD patient, the device indicated the presence of 
possible COPD exacerbation; however, there was no 
prior diagnosis of COPD and no evidence of COPD was 
reported radiologically. Of note, the patient was found 
to have an approximate 25 pack year history of ciga-
rette use. Also, of note was the correct identification 

of pneumonia by the device in a SARS- CoV- 2 positive 
patient where pneumonia was subsequently reported 
on CT as an atypical pneumonia.

In the treatment cohort (n=30), the device identified 
25 patients with pneumonia of whom the using physi-
cians reached a final diagnosis and commenced treat-
ment for pneumonia in 17 patients. For the remaining 
patients in the cohort, the device and using physicians 
were in full concordance and identified one patient 
with croup, three with asthma exacerbation and one 
with COPD exacerbation.

DISCUSSION
Given the high degree of concordance between the 
indications presented by the device and both the 
clinical and radiological diagnoses, the results of 
this real- world assessment suggest the device can be 
safely used within a specialist respiratory assessment 
clinic environment and provide value to clinical prac-
tice. Clinicians found the software simple to use and 
integral to the clinical decision- making process, this 
conclusion is supported by the continued use of the 
device in clinical care beyond the assessment period. 
An important result to highlight was the very slight 
discordance between the indication of pneumonia by 
the device and an ultimate pneumonia diagnosis by the 
using physicians. Though the sample is too small to 
draw strong conclusions, it does seem that the using 
physicians factored the result presented by the device 
into their clinical decision- making; however, were not 
swayed by the indication and felt comfortable reaching 
a different conclusion using their clinical judgement.

The sentiment of the using physicians were aligned 
with the findings of Wipf et al who displayed limited 
instrumental value in performing physical examination 
of the chest in the detection of pneumonia—sensitivity: 
47%–69% and specificity: 58%–75%.18 The using 
physicians therefore recognised the value in obtaining 
additional clinical information in reaching a correct 
diagnosis quickly and efficiently. For comparison, the 
sensitivity and specificity of the device in pneumonia 
is 86% and 89%. The using physicians received results 
from the device prior to interacting with patients. 
They therefore used the results from the device to 
focus clinical decision- making, thereby saving valu-
able time during patient encounters. As the device was 
used by a trained nurse prior to patients being seen by 
attending physicians, the exposure risk to SARS- CoV- 2 
for each member of clinical staff was also reduced and 
distributed. The device takes on average 32 s to deliver 
a result, which allows the device operator to minimise 
their exposure time to patients. These alterations to the 
typical clinic workflow that are enabled by the use of 
the device are important considerations not just in the 
context of the COVID- 19 pandemic but also periods 
of increased pressure on health systems such as during 
the winter months. The authors have come to trust 
the device, and rely on it to maintain the efficiency of 
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clinical operations and help minimise the transmission 
risk of SARS- CoV- 2.

In detecting a COPD exacerbation in a potentially 
undiagnosed COPD patient and indicating the pres-
ence of pneumonia in a COVID- 19- positive individual 
with atypical pneumonia, the device showed utility in 
detecting a range of clinical diagnoses that were diffi-
cult to ascertain from the initial clinical picture avail-
able to the using physicians. The use of the device thus 
allowed for more precise clinical care to be delivered, 
earlier treatment to be commenced, and worked to 
increase patient throughput. The device was found to 
have utility in detecting respiratory infections (pneu-
monia was detected in 25 cases in the treatment cohort 
which in 17 patients was confirmed with full clinical 
assessment) which for a number of patients allowed 
for early antibiotic administration by the using physi-
cians. The device sensitivity was also assessed through 
correlates with low- dose CT scan results where the 
device correctly identified concurrent lung disease 
such as COPD exacerbation. Further, in the one case 
of discordant diagnosis between the device and CT 
scan, use of the device prompted further investigation 
and follow- up of a patient with an extensive smoking 
history who did not yet have CT changes associated 
with COPD. This finding is of particular note as the 
early introduction of—predominantly nonpharmaco-
logical—treatments for COPD are vital in preventing 
the progression of the disease.19 Anecdotally, the using 
physicians found that through continued use of the 
device and its growing concordance with CT scan 
in particular they grew less weary of its results and 
more naturally factored it into their clinical decision- 
making. The authors feel this point should be noted 
as an initial period of hesitance by clinicians might be 
expected when implementing digital tools for the first 
time. Lastly, as the device is operated at a distance to 
the patient, the use of the device allowed clinical staff 
to maintain a safe distance from patients during clin-
ical encounters.

There are a number of limitations to address in how 
the device was used in this study and what data were 
gathered. First, due to regulatory requirements, there 
is the necessity for a clinic staff member to operate 
the device. The authors believe that a valuable avenue 
to explore is the ability to allow patients to operate 
the device while isolated in a clinic room prior to clin-
ical assessment. This would further reduce the risk of 
viral transmission to clinical staff. Second, there are 
limitations inherent in the fact that this observational 
assessment utilises a small sample size and has been 
performed at a single centre. The conclusions that 
the use of the device improves clinical experience and 
displays concordance with clinical and radiological 
findings will need to be validated in a larger, multisite 
assessment. Finally, as this was a small assessment that 
explored the implementation and utility of a device, a 
comparison against a control patient population was 

not performed. This along with an exploration of the 
anecdotal findings noted by the authors such as reduced 
need for confirmatory radiology, and decreased move-
ment of patients to other areas of the clinic is some-
thing that should be considered when undertaking a 
larger, multisite assessment.

CONCLUSION
Patients with respiratory symptoms have always 
presented challenges to health providers. These chal-
lenges have increased with the addition of COVID- 19 
and the risk of concurrent respiratory illness. The 
device implemented and presented here proved to be 
a safe, simple and effective tool in the specialist respi-
ratory clinic environment and successfully detected 
a range of respiratory diseases, sped up clinical care 
delivery and helped lower potential SARS- CoV- 2 
transmission risks. We hope these findings encourage 
others to pilot novel digital health tools to ease long- 
standing clinical pressures as well as those brought on 
by the COVID- 19 pandemic.

Twitter Shrawan Patel @DrShrawanPatel
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